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Notes on rides for 1994 season 

23 April ride AM JR MA ZA 
 Up to Chanctonbury ring the long way via A24 just north of Findon, traversed 
to Cissbury and returned to Findon.     Lamb catching game.    Raining 

30 April ride JR PT 
 Up to SDW via Muntham, west past both car parks, south then fork  west to 
the West of Harrow hill, through Lee farm, back via road to pumping station and 
Long Furlong.    Found Tank about 400m south of SDW after fork.    Sunshine on top 

of downs; mist in valleys.    Back home at 10am. 

 
07 May TREK'N'BREK Vicarage 
AM JR MA PT ZA 
 Up to SDW via Long Furlong, along towards Amberley, turn south to tank site, 
retrace north then turn east and south to Lee farm, over Harrow Hill via bridleway 
(JR falls in long wet grass), back to pumping station on Long Furlong via road, 
bridleway behind pumping station, back to Findon on road.    Drizzle and mist on top.    
Brek at Vicarage for 5 at 09:30. 

14 May ride AM JR MA PT TT 
 To Cissbury Ring by road, then South to skirt to the East of the ring to pick up 
track down valley through golf course to A27.     Mark suffers terminal chain failure at 
top and returns to Findon down road from ring.     Along A27 to Cote street, then up 
to Church hill and down behind Roger's Farm to Black Horse.     Overcast but dry 
and not cold. 

21 May ride AM JR PT 
 Out of Findon via Long Furlong, Left at top of road then fork right to go down 
through Clapham Woods to A27 at Holt Farm.    Very muddy in woods.    Saw group 
of three walkers.     Left at A27, and along to Cote Street then up Cote Street.     At 
top of Cote Street, saw two walkers and concluded they had eaten the third for their 
breakfast.     Came down behind Roger's Farm (this bit very slippery, due to the 
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constant drizzly rain). 

28 May ride MA PT 
 Up and over Cissbury to the steep bit where the track splits, turn North to pick 
up SDW by Steyning road, up to memorial and over SDW to Chanctonbury ring.     
Down by fast track (38 on speedo!!) to A24 and home.    Tea at Cranford. 
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4 June TREK'N'BREK Cranford 
EN* JR PT ZA 
 Up and over Cissbury, pause to watch deer in field next to track, and continue 
to the steep bit where the track splits.     Pause again to attend puncture incident, 
then proceed in a northerly direction to pick up SDW by Steyning road, up to 
memorial and turn Left down through No Man's Land, up to pick up track to top of 
Stable Lane and into village.     EN joined us for brek, with Buck's Fizz (yum).     
Steady rain throughout ride. 

* denotes came for breakfast only. 

11 June ride  
 John turned up alone at 07:30, decided to go to office instead.     No ride. 

18 June   No ride.     Midsummer Revels 

25 June ride JR MA 
 Out of Findon via Long Furlong, Left at top of road then fork right to go down 
through Clapham Woods to A27 at Holt Farm.     Left at A27, and along to Cote 
Street then up Cote Street.     Came down behind Roger's Farm. 

 
2 July TREK'N'BREK Steep Close (TT) 
EN* PT TT ZA 
 Up to SDW through Muntham Farm, west past both car parks, south to tank.     
Down bridleway to the W of Harrow hill, through Lee farm and along roadway, back 
via Myrtle Grove and bridleway to top of Long Furlong.     By road along Bypass to 
Black horse and steep close.     EN waiting at Tom's with fizz again.     Warm and 
humid at start, sunny by 9, brek at 9.30 in sunshine on patio. 
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9 July ride JR PT 
 Out of Findon via Long Furlong, Left at top of road then over Church Hill to 
descend to A27 via Cote street.    Turn round at Happy Eater and retrace route 
home.     Cote street starting to get overhung with thorny foliage.     Misty and cool; 
out at 07:45 and back at 08:30. 

16 July ride JR PT 
 To Cissbury Ring by road, then North towards Chanctonbury.     Turn Left by 
the bluebell wood to descend into North End.     Down past Pest House and up 
exceedingly steep stretch to cross the track from Chanctonbury.     Continue down to 
North Farm and return along A24.     Sunny, out at 07:45 back at 08:30 

23 July ride JR PT JC 
 To Chanctonbury and back. 

30 July ride JR ZA JC 
 To Chanctonbury and back. 

20 August ride JR PT ZA JC 
 Up to SDW via Long Furlong, along towards Amberley, turn south to tank site, 
retrace route home. 

27 August ride JC 

 To Chanctonbury and back. 

3 September TREK'N'BREK Melrose Clo 
EN* JR PT ZA 
 Out of Findon via Long Furlong, Left at top of road then over Church Hill (saw 
a deer) to descend to A27 via Clapham Woods and Holt Farm.     Turn Right on A27 
and head towards Titnore Lane.     ZA collects a staple and all stop alongside A27 to 
inhale the invigorating lead fumes while puncture is fixed.     Turn Left down Titnore 
Lane, and then right along edge of woods to join bridleway South to Highdown Hill.     
Pass by the Miller's Tomb, and descend to rejoin Titnore Lane to proceed south and 
east behind Northbrook college into darkest Durrington.     It's great to live in Findon.     
Superbrek with Ewart's barbie going full blast, then pile into the previously deployed 
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LSV (Logistic Support Vehicle) and back home by road. 

10 September ride JR JC 
 Up to SDW via Long Furlong, along towards Amberley, turn south to tank site, 
retrace steps to return.     Sheep fair day - ZA PT AM all at fair watching sheep 
arrive. 

 
16/17 September Overnight ride REG1 
ZA MA EN JR PT TT 
 Up to SDW via Long Furlong, along SDW through Amberley, over to Bignor 
Hill.    Sit on pile of bales eating Jaffa cakes (courtesy ZA) as sun sets.     Drop down 
to meet and cross A285 at Littleton farm (mud glorious mud), and push up through 
endless field up Littleton Down.     Head into setting sun through wooded upland, 
dropping down to meet A286 as darkness falls.    Turn North to Cocking and discover 
Chez Reg - delightful B&B in village Tea Rooms.     EN and MA arrive by 
ewartmobile 2 minutes after ZA JR PT and TT arrive by bike (about 8.15).    Heroic 

dinner at pub, breakfast 08.30 and five set off at 09.15ish.     North from Cocking, 
then East to Graffham and through Seaford College to Barlavington, all on road.     
Kept on road to Bignor village, West Burton and Bury.     School Fete.     Rejoined 
SDW briefly at Amberley to use new bridge, then cut south to North Stoke and 
climbed gently up the road to the Burgh.     Lunch was served, having been 
purchased at Bury shop.     Through Wepham Down to Lee Farm and home via 
Myrtle Grove.      
45 miles approx, no rain! 

17 September ride JC PW 
 Up to tank and back. 

24 September ride PT 
 Up Stable Lane and on to downs eastwards.     Double back before reaching 
Cissbury-Chanctonbury track, and pass between Findon Park Farm and Gallops 
farm.     Turn south, through Gallops Farm and back down Stable Lane.    Rain 
stopped at 07.30, but windy and cool. 
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1 October ride JR PT JC 
 Up Stable Lane and on to downs eastwards.     Turn North on track to 
Chanctonbury, then cut down South-West before reaching SDW to pass through 
Middle Brow to the Pest House.     JC catches up as we leave woods through gate.     
Up through field to track South to Gallops Farm and back down Stable Lane. 

 
8 October TREK'N'BREK Steep Close (TT) 
AM JR MA PT TT JC BA* 
 Up Stable lane to Cissbury/Chanctonbury track, then North towards 
Chanctonbury.     Cut down South-West before reaching SDW to pass through 
Middle Brow to the Pest House, then up steep chalky track over crest and down into 
North Farm.    On to A24, and over new bridge.     Up through Windlesham School 
an then turn South to cross Long Furlong and continue up Church Hill, finally 
descending through Roger's Farm to the Black Horse.     Brek at Tom's with added 

Billy Avery for good company. 

15 October ride AM JC 
 Up to Chanctonbury then to Sullington and back via Church Hill. 

5 November ride JC PT 
 By road to Cissbury, then along top track towards Chanctonbury, turning off 
down through Middle Brow to the Pest House.    Along tarmac track to A24 and into 
Village from North. 
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12 November TREK'N'BREK Broadbanks 

AM JR MA PT* TT JC 
 Up and over Cissbury and continue to the steep bit where the track splits, on 
to Steyning Road then proceed in a northerly direction to pick up SDW.     On SDW 
to Chanctonbury, then down to North Farm and return along A24.     PT blames 
illness preventing all riding except gentle downhill from Cranford to Broadbanks and 
back.     Tipping with rain, visibility 50 yards in places; out at 08:00 back at 09:30 

19 November ride MA PT 
 North out of village on A24, turn right opposite Muntham and climb up to 
Chanctonbury.    Very boggy and slippery, and cloudy at top with 25 yards visibility.     
Wind blew us up the hill.     Turned south to Cissbury car park (mud & axle deep 
puddles, some 30+ yards long), and returned to Cranford for tea as rain started. 

26 November ride PT JR  ZA**  JC** 
 Complete disorder as JR deserts butchers to collect PT, then ZA appears and 
departs for Langmead memorial.     JR and PT return to butchers and keep vigil till 
08:40, then depart over Cross Lane to A24, towards Findon Valley, left at bridleway 
opposite Bost Hill and up to Cissbury ring.     Return along top track and down past 
Mill house to Stable Lane.     JC arrives just too late to join, and awaits the return of 
the riders. 

 
3 December TREK'N'BREK Pelynt Cottage 
AM JR MA PT TT ZA JC 
 Assembled at 08:00, and went up Stable lane to Cissbury/Chanctonbury 
track, then South towards Cissbury.     Up wide track to the east side of the Ring, cut 
through the Ring and descend to Findon Valley car park.     MA meets fence during 
descent; fortunately the relative motion between MA and barbed wire fence that is 
shredding the back of his jacket is stopped when a stout fencepost arrests his further 
progress by colliding with his head.     Cross A24 and climb past Vale school to the 
gallops, suffering further delay as AM chats to a former pupil who has become a 
postman.    Sumptuous brek by Julie, but curtailed by the need of some to rush off to 
football.     It only rained when we had to go home. 

10 December ride JC PT 
 Up and over Cissbury and continue to the steep bit where the track splits, turn 
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left to Langmead memorial then proceed in a northerly direction on tarmac track to 
pick up SDW.     Thorn hedge recently cut, leaving spiny debris on road.     
Punctures all round; PT front (4 holes mended on following Sunday night) and rear 
(left thorn in and it stayed up), JC front only.     Stop to repair, but unsuccessful.     
Pump up and carry on to SDW towards Chanctonbury, branching left to cut corner 
and join track to Cissbury.     Walked a bit.     Return down Stable lane.    V muddy, 
with windblown drizzle.     Home at 10:30. 

17 December ride AM PT 
 By road to Cissbury, then along top track to Chanctonbury, turning on to South 
Downs Way.     Hurtle down to A24 and cross it, then turn south just after A24 to 
follow track through woods to Windlesham School.     Climb out of school, stopping 
only to fix puncture from thorn (AM), then join track southwards to Long Furlong.     
Cattle feeders seem to attract cowpats - axle deep muddy stuff on track at gate.     
Speed down Long Furlong into village, home at 09:45 

31 December ride MA AM PT ZA 
 Up School Hill, north along A24 to Muntham, then up through Muntham farm 
on the tarmac road.     Turn North at top to meet SDW at barn, then head West and 
cut down to the tank.     Return along muddy rutted track to Myrtle Grove farm, both 
ZA and PT falling in "mud ballet", much to the amusement of AM.     Take tarmac 
road from Myrtle Grove to the pumping station on Long Furlong, then wind up Long 
Furlong and back into village.     Out at 08:10, back 09:55 cold, dry and clear, and 
frosty in the hollow before the pumping station. 

 Notes on rides for 1995 season 

7 January Inaugural Gala Ride 
 AM JC JR MA PT ZA 
 All but JC assembled on time, and all but AM departed at 08:15 up stable lane 
and on to the Cissbury/Chanctonbury track.     Pausing for breath, the sun glinting off 
the horses in the gallops was admired.     On up to Chanctonbury, where a backward 
scan revealed AM and JC approaching, AM revelling in a newly acquired ability to 
change gears.     All met, and apologies to JC for CYCLENET hitch re Planning 
meeting on 5th.     Down to A24, where MA ZA & PT desert for home; after a detour 
to inspect the football pitch at Washington, AM JC & JR ascend to the barn along the 
SDW, then return via Long Furlong and Church hill to Roger's Farm.     Cold and dry, 
with icebreaking opportunities on puddles at top of Stable Lane. 

14 January MA PT AM JR ZA 
 Out via Long Furlong to the top.    Then south along Church Hill to Salvington.     
Down Mill Lane to A24, then past Offington roundabout to Warren roundabout.     Cut 
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north up alongside the golf course to Cissbury ring.     Mud so thick on track down 
from ring to car park that MA and PT suffer wheel seizure and fall in it.     Down road 
to village. 

21 January MA AM PT 
 Rain stopped at five past eightish.     Up to Cissbury by road, then over to the 
Steyning road and up to the SDW, wind blowing us up the road.     Had to pedal 
down southwards from Chanctonbury to A24 and back into village by the Fire 
Station. 

28 January JR ZA 
 Out of Findon on A24 to Muntham, then up through Muntham farm and 
northwards to join the SDW at the Barn.     Along Westwards to the top of Chantry 
Hill, from where the floods could be seen in their full splendour.     Return to Findon 
by retracing the outward route.     Dry and clear, the first morning without rain for 
some time. 

4 February AM 
 PT appears at 08.00 to find himself still alone at 08.10, and disconsolately 
returns home to sort bottles and then open an account at the bottle bank.     
Meanwhile AM, having discovered two punctures at 07.59, furiously mends tubes 
and reaches the Butcher's at 08.24.     Being of a more intrepid nature than most, AM 
sets out to cover the four peaks ride, ascending to Cissbury and thence to 
Chanctonbury, across the A24 to Sullington Barn, and returning via Church Hill.     A 
thoroughly splendid solo effort.     Strike that man a medal. 

 
11 February TREK'N'BREK Steep Close (JR) 
ZA JC JR PT 
 Convening in the drizzle at 08.00, ZA and PT set off to ascend Church Hill via 
Roger's farm.     A half-naked JR loomed up the High Street, sans helmet, sans outer 
jersey, but still smiling with (as it was to turn out, premature) triumph from a close 
encounter with a flat tyre.     In concert, Church Hill was duly ascended despite the 
mud.     ZA rode, the rest walked in stretches to the top, where JR's treacherous tube 
was replaced.     Progress was brisk towards and across Long Furlong, but then The 
Great Mud Lake was before us.     Wading (no exaggeration) through the residues 
left by the cattle, and spurred on by occasional zaps from the electric fence, we 
passed through the gate and on to firmer terra.     Up to the SDW with no further 
problem save the strengthening rain, we cut north across the field of Sullington barn 
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and descended to the A24.     Luckily ZA was in front, and successfully averted 
disaster by warning us of the gate, thoughtfully galvanised grey to blend into the 
mist, on the downhill stretch.     Back to Findon along the A24 against a blustery 
wind.     Nobly overcoming back pain, Angie laid on a feast to warm those bits we 
had forgotten we had. 



18 February ride JR MA 
 Out of Findon along A24, turn right at the bus stop opposite Muntham, then up 
the long climb to Chanctonbury.     Turn off SDW to go along the top track towards 
Cissbury, and branch right to return to Findon by Stable Lane. 

25 February ride ZA MA PT 
 Up to Cissbury by road, then over to Steyning road and up past Steyning bowl 
to Langmead memorial.     Tense discussion, which it would have been better if we 
had not have had to have had it.     Along SDW to Chanctonbury, and repair puncture 
in lee of water trough while wind raises spray from the water.     Hurtle down to A24 
at Muntham, and home at 9:30.     Very windy, from West, but not as muddy as 
recent amounts of rain would have indicated. 

4 March - no ride 

11 March ride PT 
 Out of Findon along Long Furlong, cut South at top and follow on towards 
radio mast.     Left at fork and down through trees to join track from Gallops to 
Roger's Farm.     Back to Findon via Roger's Farm. 

18 March ride ZA MA PT 
 Out of Findon on A24 by the Fire Station, turning right opposite Muntham to 
climb the long hard way to Chanctonbury.     Down from Chanctonbury to the A24 the 
short steep way, cut south through Windlesham School to drop down Muntham drive 
to the A24 and back to Findon.     Sunny, and windy from SW. 

 
25 March TREK'N'BREK Pelynt Cottage 
AM JC MA PT JR TT? EN* ZA 
 Quick ascent to tank via Long furlong, north round the back of Muntham and 
on up to SDW.     Back same way for Brek at Avery's.     First official outing of the 
latest Zakmobile; up to 31mph coming back down from SDW.     EN at brek, and JR 
receives award belatedly. 

01 April - no ride 

08 April ride ZA 



 Over Cissbury to turn North before Steyning Road, and climb to Langmead 
memorial.     Continue on to Chanctonbury and down to A24 by bus stop and back to 
Findon.     PT arrived late, and went on an "unofficial" ride up Long furlong, north to 
Muntham and down through Windlesham School to SDW, crossed A24 and climbed 
to Chanctonbury, returning along top track to Cissbury then to Findon on road. 

15 April ride PT RT 
 RT's first club ride.     Gentle climb up the road to Cissbury, then along top 
track to Chanctonbury and down the quick way to the A24 opposite Muntham.     
Richard loses rear light in an emphatic manner during high speed descent from 
Chanctonbury, but still appears game for more rides in future! 

 
22 April TREK'N'BREK Cranford 
MA AM PT ZA EN 
 After a beautiful morning on the Friday, Saturday was miserable, cold wet and 
windy.     However, this being the first time the FGCC had been promised a 
transatlantic visitor, members assembled with extra kit at the appointed hour only to 
discover that Americans are not in fact stupid, but tend to stay in bed when faced 
with inclement meteorological situations.     Dropping off the excess clothes, bike etc.    
at Cranford, we climbed up through Muntham to the SDW and on to the tank.     Low 
cloud and rain, but the wind was with us.     On the way back, however, with the slow 
and remorseless deflation of the Avery tyre to contend with, progress against the 
elements was only possible by focusing on the reward to come.     This mental effort 
took us into the wind round Myrtle grove and by road to, and then along, Long 
Furlong.     Lyn had laid on a brek that made it all worthwhile, and awards were 
presented to AM and to PT, to complement those given at the curry evening. 

29 April ride MA 
 Climb up the road to Cissbury, then along top track to Chanctonbury and 
down the quick way to the A24 opposite Muntham.     Cuckoo heard at 
Chanctonbury, and daffodils and tulips out among trees in the Ring.     Out at 07:42, 
back 08:20 approx. 

6 May ride MA TT RT 



 Over Cissbury and on towards Steyning road, but cut north up to No Man's 
Land and climb out of there towards Chanctonbury. 

 
12th to 13th May LEWES TRIP 
MA TT PT JR AM EN* ZA** 
 We assembled at Cranford at 1550pm to await the arrival of AM, delayed at 
work.  Overnight bags left in garage.     Riders  (MA JR AM PT TT) departed at 
16:25, climbing over Cissbury, and head straight on.     TT breaks saddle bolt on the 
steep bit before Steyning Road.     A nearby car wreck failing to supply a bolt of the 
correct calibre, a jury rig was lashed up and a detour to Steyning made to purchase 
a replacement bolt.     Headed south out of Steyning by road to pick up South Downs 
Way.     Proceed to push up Truleigh Hill, the battle on into the rain past the YHA and 
on to Devil's Dyke.     As we crossed the A23 the Avery chain broke, and a repair 
effected by using the wrong size spring link.     East Sussex is all uphill from there.     
Superb sunset as we breasted the last hill before dropping down into Lewes, where 
b&b was arranged at the Kings Head Hotel, Southover High Street.     John and 
Anita (the Boss) Bagshaw made us very welcome, and after a joyful reunion with EN 
at 8:30, there ensued a feast during which a loving cup made several laps of the 
table. 
 On Saturday, royally breakfasted and reinforced by ZA, we set out on the 
return route along the foot of the downs through Plumpton,  
Westmeston, Clayton, North of Woolstonbury Hill, Poynings, Fulking, Upper 
Beeding, Steyning, round the north side of Chanctonbury, and home in sunshine.     
Refilled a water bottle at the spring pool in Poynings marked "This water not suitable 
for drinking", once a decent interval had elapsed after the dog left the water.     Sign 
wrong.    Luncheon was taken in a field near Edburton, and after a second stop 
outside Steyning bike store to place another link in the Avery chain, we ascended to 
Chanctonbury.     Passed by a caravan of pack-laden llamas descending the track.     
From Chanctonbury to Findon via Stable lane.     Total mileage 54 for return trip. 

**denotes return journey only 

20 May ride PT RT 
 Up to tank, via Long Furlong, north round the back of Muntham and 
Windlesham, and the barn on the SDW.     Returned through Myrtle grove, Lee farm 
and rejoined Long Furlong at top of hill for the downhill run into Findon.     Bright 



sunshine, 11 miles round trip. 

 
2/3 June Truleigh Hill YHA 
MA ZA JR PT + MA j or r ma ct 
 By car over to Devil's Dyke Hotel, then ride to Truleigh Hill YHA along SDW.     
Dinner and overnight at Hostel, then Margaret joins us for breakfast as Jamie leaves 

for a swimming session.     Set off along SDW over Shoreham road then cut north to 
ascend Steyning Bowl on a concreted tack.     Stop at top for cake, and discover 
Jamie has decided not to rejoin the ride.     Follow SDW past Langmead memorial, 
and head for Chanctonbury, cutting south before the last rise to take the track south 
toward Cissbury.     Turn West to pass Mill Farm and descend Stable Lane into 
Findon. 

10th June ride ZA JR PT 
 Up to Cissbury and over past the green barn towards Steyning road, but cut 
south at the crossing of the tracks just after the steep upslope.     Down a concreted 
road into Lychpole Farm, bearing left through farm and then take a right just before 
the end of the concrete at Beggars Bush to lead on to a track north round the 

eastern slope of Lychpole Hill towards Cissbury.     Rejoin the outward route at the 
green barn, and retrace steps home.     Poppies out in the corn, bright sunshine.     
Back by 08:30, 7 miles. 

17th June ride MA RT 
 Out to Cissbury and then north to Chanctonbury, meeting eastbound llamas to 
the west of Chanctonbury ring. 

24th June ride AM JC PT RT 
 Up to Cissbury, then along top track to Chanctonbury.     PT leaves the group 
to descend the quick way to the A24 opposite Muntham.     The rest go down to A24 



and up to the barn, turn South to Long Furlong and back to Findon via Church Hill. 

 
1st July BREK at theTank 
JC JR MA PT TT ZA RT EN* 
 Out to Tolmare via Long Furlong, then West to Lee Farm and Myrtle grove, 
then cut North to the end of the trees and then west through rape field to the tank.     
Cross northwest through corn to Car park to partake of Bucks Fizz courtesy of EN 
and collect the brekstuff.     Three course brek (medals were worn) at the tank on 
disposable barbies, courtesy of JC.     Menu includes fruit juice, sausages, eggs, 
bacon, black pudding, mushrooms and beans followed by toast and marmalade, 
washed down with tea and coffee.     Back to Findon along SDW, south to Tolmare, 
and then down Long Furlong again except for TT who headed off towards Horsham 
from the tank to search for his family.     Fine, dry and dusty after a very hot week. 

 
27 August ride JR PT RT 
 Convening at the appointed time, JR and RT were able to wave farewell to ZA 
as he passed en route to Mead Towers to join the LSV for Queen Elizabeth Country 

Park, the plan being for ZA AM and JC to ride back to Findon on Saturday and 
proceed to Eastbourne on Sunday.     The official ride, after some debate, was 
settled as the "Amberley Loop", and a smart pace up Long Furlong was set by JR in 
the bright warm sunshine.     The barn was reached without incident, and passing the 
summit of Springhead Hill, we branched left to begin the loop.     Regaining the SDW 
after a reaching the top of a longish flat stretch, brisk progress was made with the 
wind at our backs.     All was well until we reached the turn off to Muntham, thirteen 
miles into the ride.     Disaster, and an ashen appearance, overtook JR on the rutted 
stretch of track South from the Farm turn.     PT went on to Cranford to fetch an 
ESV***, and JR was delivered to Worthing A&E at 10am, and in keeping with an 
instruction pinned on the wall food and drink were denied to the patient.     The 
resources of the NHS swung into action, and to counter the agony of a broken collar 
bone JR was given a sling and a small bottle of tablets with instructions not to take 
any until he had eaten.     JR finally reached home at 12:30pm, but it is expected that 
the standard of personal freshness and sartorial elegance of FGCC rides will be 
below par for some weeks. 



NOTE: ESV*** = Emergency Support Vehicle 

Extracurricular activities 27 August 
AM JC ZA & anr 
 The ride from Queen Elizabeth Country Park to Findon (supra) was 
completed; ZA AM and friend and JC arrived back in Findon on Saturday and 
proceeded to Eastbourne on Sunday 28th August.     Proceedings on Sunday were 
enlivened by a terminal rear hub failure on AM's bike, necessitating the delivery of a 
complete set of spares, viz a spare bike, from which the rear wheel was 
cannibalised.     Mechanical gloom was dispelled, however, by the inner glow of 
achievement as AM ascended a more than usually arduous flat stretch only to 
discover that he had done it all on the middle ring, labouring under the impression 
that the smallest ring had been selected.     Recounting this later, club members 
evinced little sympathy, it being cruelly observed that for two years or so AM had 
routinely ascended, descended or ploughed through everything on the middle ring 
since this was the only selection available to him. 

2 September ride AM PT 
 Convening on an overcast but dry morning, it was decided to revisit JR's 
beloved Cote Street, as a mark of respect to the injured man.     We departed at 
07.35, ascended Long Furlong and turned south for Clapham Woods, sighting two 
deer on the crest of Church Hill in the cut corn to the left of the track.     Continuing 
down through Clapham Woods, we came into a recently cut clearing beside the 
track, and saw two young deer.     Continuing to the A27, we turned left and left again 
at the Happy Eater to ascend the hallowed confines of Cote Street.     At the top our 
attention was drawn to the seasonal accumulation of burned out cars adorning the 
Downs, and conversation turned to the aesthetic enhancement they bring to this 
otherwise desolate area of the country.     Descending to Roger's Farm, we reached 
chez Mead at 08.33. 

9th September ride MA RT PT 
 Up to Cissbury and over, bearing right at the green barn on to a track south 
round the eastern slope of Cissbury towards Lychpole Hill.     Mend puncture and 
remove thorn from RT's bike.     Down through Beggars Bush and then take a 
concreted road into Lychpole Farm, bearing right through farm to lead towards 

Steyning road, but cut west at the crossing of the tracks to descend the steep slope 
and continue towards Cissbury.     Rejoin the outward route at the green barn, and 



retrace steps to Cissbury car park.     Inform RT of our current position, remarking on 
the row that sheep make enjoying themselves at the fair.     Met ZA and boys at 
Nepcote, out on a sheep-spotting expedition.     Bright sunshine, after Friday's rain.     
Back by 09:10. 

 
15/16th September  REG2 
MA AM ZA RT PT TT EN* JR* 
 Departing at 16:15, SDW was reached via Long Furlong, after a short 'break' 
to mark the spot where JR had his recent break.     Continued on along SDW 
through Amberley, over new bridge and up to the road, then down in drizzle to 
Westburton and up to Bignor Hill.     Deer herd (12 animals) crosses SDW as we 
drop down to meet and cross A285 at Littleton farm, and push up through endless 
field up Littleton Down.     Jaffa cake stop (courtesy ZA) as sun sets.     Head into 
setting sun through wooded upland, dropping down to meet A286 as darkness falls.     
Very slippery on moss-covered chalk, as PT found.    Turn North to Cocking and 
deposit bikes at Chez Reg after a swiftie with EN and JR at the Pub (19.55ish).     
EN and JR had arrived by ewartmobile with bags and delivered them as required, so 
Pub contingent headed back to Pub for showers etc, while Regites abluted.     AM ZA 
MA RT PT and TT arrived by bike (about 8.15).    Heroic dinner at pub, breakfast 
08.30 and five set off at 09.30ish, MA and JR accompanying EN in the LSV.     East 
from Cocking, then south of Graffham and through Seaford College to Barlavington, 

all on minor roads.     Kept on road to Bignor village, West Burton and Bury, where 
we stopped for the usual tea at the School Fete.     Rejoined SDW briefly at 
Amberley then took the riverbank and cut south to North Stoke and climbed gently 
up the road to the Burgh.     Lunch was taken at the now turretless tank, having been 
prepared by the respective B&Bs.     Marked tank with FGCC Colours.     Home via 
SDW, as light rain starts.     45 miles approx. 

23rd September ride RT 
 Gamely setting out alone, RT climbed to the top of Long Furlong.     Meeting 
no-one, he turned and rode back to Findon, overshooting as far as Cissbury car 
park, from whence he returned home. 

30 September ride RT 
 RT alone again.     Game as ever, RT tackles Cote Street as a downhill, and 
takes the A27 to Clapham to return home.     In keeping with his truly considerate 
nature, RT gives encouragement to a jogger by selflessly allowing himself to be 



overtaken. 

 
7 October TREK'N'BREK - Broadbanks  
JC ZA**** MA AM JR* PT RT 
 Up to Cissbury and over, bearing right at the green barn on to a track south 

round the eastern slope of Cissbury towards Lychpole Hill.     Skirt round Cissbury, 
climbing up steep muddy slope to summit.     Head south, ZA and ben heading West 
to be home for the Winchester trip.     Reach A27 and turn Right to Offington and 
continue to ascend Mill Lane to top of  Salvington Hill.     North to descend into 
Findon via Rogers farm for a lavish brek by Shirley. 

* JR for brek only 
**** ZA with Ben (the dog) came for ride only 

14 October ride MA ZA JR RT PT 
 North out of Findon on A24, then turn East up the drive to North Farm.     Up 
quiet valley (Buddington Bottom) to ascend towards Chanctonbury, Ben the dog 
going temporarily AWOL in the trees chasing assorted small animals.     Back along 
top track towards Cissbury, then turn West to descend into Findon along Stable 
Lane.     Ben disgraces himself again by chasing horses on the Gallops, but fails to 
catch any.     Misty and mild, back by 08:50. 

21 October ride MA RT 
 Up to barn via long furlong, doff hats at Roche memorial in Collarbone Lane, 
then along to tank.     Continue down along Wepham Down to Lee Farm, skirting 
Angmering Estate.     On to Michelgrove, and cross A280 to ascend to Clapham 
Church.     Through Clapham woods to Church hill, and down by Roger's Farm.     
13.5 miles, dry and warm, considering. 

4 November ride JR and AM 
 Up to barn via long furlong, then down to A24 at Chanctonbury.     Cut round 
back of Windlesham School and cross over new bridge to return to Findon.     JR 
provides entertainment by acquiring a puncture. 

 



11 November TREK'N'BREK Nepcroft  
AM MA ZA JR PT TT EN* 
 The arrival of each rider was greeted with groans from the Butcher's, 
bemoaning the likely dearth of brekoid leftover sausages.     Ignoring this, the four 
peaks ride was proposed and accepted, and six set off up towards Cissbury, turning 
left along the top to Chanctonbury and then dropping to cross the A24.     Ascending 
the other side, we paused to marvel at the skill which had been exercised in 
repairing punctures on Andy's spare tube.     Despite suggestions that we simply call 
the shop and have them come out and repair it under the warranty, the tube was 
changed and all continued to the barn, whence we set off for collarbone lane, where 
a respectful pause was made, and Long Furlong.     Time being shortened by a spate 
of Will Carling jokes, we contented ourselves with the observation that the circuit had 
been ridden in the wrong direction, since by leaving Findon along the Furlong, we 
would have returned down from Cissbury and thus have been spared the extra climb 
up Steep lane to the Brek venue.     RT had no sympathy for this view, as he always 
(stoically) endures the extra climb, and that usually at the end of a ride.     Four 
peaks were thus reduced to three, and we returned to Findon down the Furlong with 
a pause at the Gun to chat to JC passing in his car.     After climbing to Thomas 
Towers, a deluxe service from Rhys as bike-hoser to the FGCC separated the 
assembled bikes from the adhesive substances littering the countryside, while riders 
settled like a swarm of mud bespattered locusts on a brek of Viking opulence.     
With some assistance from EN, Carol had prepared a feast of a brek to further 
enhance the day. 
(It has become known to your correspondent only recently that the original Fanny 
and Johnny were in fact unmarried until 1965, when they both subtracted several 
years from their respective ages for the benefit of the marriage certificate.) 

18 November ride AM MA ZA RT PT 
 Partially to remedy the effects of the Curry Night which preceded this ride, and 
partially as a result of macho exaggeration indulged in thereat, four assembled to 
dispel cerebral fuzziness on a crisp clear morning.     Declaring a temporary 
suspension of the ten minute rule, the gang of four set off at 8:05 up Stable Lane, 
meeting the horses coming down past the gallops.     Continuing on to the top track, 
we turned left for Chanctonbury.     MA caught us just before the turn, and lodged a 
sharp protest at our premature departure.     On reflection it was decided to blame 
ZA, but MA 'ad us bang to rights and we'll never do it again guv, honest.     ZA turned 
back for lack of time, but four carried on, cutting off the corner to take the SDW to the 
Langmead memorial, with Lancing College chapel silhouetted in the sunshine 
reflecting off the Adur to the East.    Down the Steyning road and then right to 
descend the steep bit and then climb up to Cissbury car park and on into Findon.     
Ice on the puddles for the first time this winter. 

25 November ride 

2 December ride 

9 December ride AM MA JR RT? 



 Out past Roger's Farm and down the gallops to Salvington, climb the hill and 
return along the top to descend Church hill and re-enter Findon by Roger's Farm. 

 
16 December TREK'N'BREK - Vicarage 
AM JR RT TT PT ZA* 
 Up and over Cissbury heading for Steyning Road, pausing at top of Nepcote 
green for JR to catch up after fetching more clothes, we turned north after the green 

barn towards No Man's Land.     The chilling wind was lessened in the shelter of the 
valley.     Climbing westwards out of the head of the valley, we  regained the top 
track and headed north to Chanctonbury, right ears frozen in the breeze.     Down the 
quick way, with AM removing an impromptu roadblock built by local pranksters in the 
tree-covered stretch near the A24.     All back to the Vicarage for a bumper brek by 
Margaret.     ZA recovering from flu, but heartily participatory in a brekking capacity. 

23 December ride PT RT 
 Up Long Furlong and cut north towards Muntham, wading through the muddy 
lagoon formed by cows feeding near the path.     Continue north to SDW and then 
west to the tank, to check it was still there.     Now sans tracks and turret, but still 
bravely bearing FGCC colours.     Retrace steps home, resolving to exit Findon via 
Muntham on Boxing day. 

 
26 December ride: The Margaret Allen Boxing day extravaganza and ear-freezing 
convention, or Mince Pies at the Tank 
 Blossoming from an idea originally promulgated by Margaret, riders set off en 
famille (or en as much famille as they could persuade) from the butcher's at 
10:30ish, after the ransom had been paid to release the "Nepcroft One" from her 
incarceration in the loo.     Following the A24 north to turn left for Muntham Farm, we 



gamely ascended the drive, passed through the farm and on to the SDW.     
Rendezvous with LSVs was made at Springhead Hill car park, and copious supplies 
of mince pies, mulled wine, hot chocolate and non-riding camp followers were 
transported to the tank site where feasting ensued until the novelty of holding a party 
in arctic conditions wore off.     Clearing the site, camp followers were escorted back 
to the car park to depart for home, while riders retraced the outward route.     Those 
riding out were: Margaret, Zak, Mark, Richard, Gemma and Ben Allen; Mark and 
Jamie Avery; Andrew (from Canada) Jackson; Andy and Sam Mead; John and Ollie 
Roche; Richard and Rhys Thomas; Paul Topley.      
Those riding back were all of the above, plus Carol Topley and Ben Mead.      
The camp followers swelled the total to a magnificent 28, and were: Julie and Claire 
Avery; Mr Bill and Mrs Margaret Avery (senior); Shirley, Chloe and Jacob Mead; 
Carol and Emily Thomas; Aunt Joy (Mutt and Jeff) Thomas; Lyn Topley.     Serious 
consideration must be given to making this an annual event, and possibly repeating 
it in Summer. 

30 December ride 
 JR was the only soul to brave the elements, but in the absence of  anyone 
else riding he opted to tackle the year end VAT return and rode only as far as the 
Forge. 

Notes on rides for 1996 season 

6th January ride 
 After an extraordinarily prolonged and gruelling planning meeting on January 
5th, followed in some cases by a visit to the Findon Tandoori, an unusual calm hung 
over the Butcher's on Saturday.     No ride ensued. 

13th January ride JR PT 
 Out along the furlong to the pumping station, then turn right to take the road to 
Lee Farm.     Climb up to SDW at Chantry car park, extolling the fine qualities of Sir 
Colin Cowdray as patron of the Angmering estate, where the gates work so much 
better than on Muntham land.     Overcast but mild, with sunshine as we return to 
Findon down through Muntham farm and the A24. 

20th January ride 
 Too cold - no-one went at 08:00, but ZA and AM went unofficially at 07:30. 

27th January ride 
 Too cold - no-one went at all. 

3rd February ride 
 ZA MA RT PT and AM being on Hut dismantling, no ride took place. 

10th February ride 
 MA RT PT and AM being again on Hut dismantling, no ride took place.     



Trek'n'brek chez JR postponed till a more convenient time 

17th February - no ride due to it being final hut dismantling day. 

23/24 February Family ride overnight to Truleigh Hill YHA 
 Convene at Devil's Dyke Pub car park at 4pm on Friday, we set off  for 
Truleigh Hill YHA via South Downs Way for an overnight stay at the youth hostel.     
Dinner and breakfast included.     Returned by a circuitous and scenic route over the 
Downs through Steyning, reaching Findon about lunchtime. 

Who went 
Cycling from Devil's Dyke to YHA: 
Allens:  Zach Margaret Richard Mark 
Averys:    Mark Jamie 
Meads: Andy Shirley Sam Ben Jacob Chloe 
Roches: John Oliver 
Thomases:Richard Carol Rhys Emily 
Topleys:    Paul Carol 

By car to YHA 
Lyn Julie Claire 

By car from YHA 
Lyn, Julie, Claire, 2 Carols and Emily  

Cycling to the Adur 
Allens:Zach Margaret Richard Mark 
Averys:  Mark Jamie 
Meads: Andy Sam Ben Jacob 
Roches:  John Oliver 
Thomases:    Richard Rhys (extract by LSV to go  
to Footie) 
Topleys: Paul 

The hard way to the top of Steyning Bowl 
Allens:   Margaret Richard 



Averys: Mark Jamie 
Meads:  Andy Sam Ben 
Roches: John Oliver 

The easy way to the top of Steyning Bowl 
Allens:   Zach Mark 
Topleys:Paul 
Meads:  Jacob 

Hot chocolate and bikkies courteously provided to all who reached thus far by the 
Lord High Admiral of the Findon Yacht and Dinghy Association and his Lady 
Commodoress (aka Richard and Judy Stutchbury) who had stationed their mobile 
palace by the Steyning road. 

Over the top along SDW to pass Chanctonbury, turn south, and descend Stable 
Lane: 
Allens:    Zach Margaret Richard Mark 
Averys:  Mark 
Meads:   Andy Sam Ben Jacob 
Roches:  John Oliver 
Topleys: Paul 

Miserably cold day with sleety rain stinging the eyes during initial descent from YHA.     
Then it got worse/colder/windier/miserabler.     Real character-building stuff. 

24 February - no ride due to members being otherwise engaged returning from 
Truleigh Hill 

2nd March ride RT PT 
 Struggled up Long Furlong to the top and turned left toward Salvington.     
Bright sunshine and clear views from the ridge of Church Hill; continue to Salvington, 
pass the Mill and descend Mill Lane to come out into the Gallops at the southern 
end.     Return to Findon round the back of Rogers Farm, stopping to survey the 
village at the top of the final descent to the A24. 

9th March - the morning after the Gala Prizegiving Evening - no 



Ride 

16/17th March Jaunt to John's 
MA ZA JR RT PT TT  Surrey Dave: JC on Sat 
 Assembling at Cranford at 1450 on Friday, we deposited the immaculately 
labelled luggage in the garage for collection by EN in the LSV and departed in three 
cars for Partridge Green.     Departed from PG at 1600, taking the Downslink ex-
railway line north.     Cool clear day with sunshine.     After half an hour it felt as if we 
had been away for ages, such was the relaxation enjoyed in the verbal Surrey/
Sussex superiority exchanges.     Dave from Surrey was generous in refraining from 
openly denigrating our beloved County, but was at pains to extol the merits of  
Surrey even before the border control checkpoint was reached.     We rode in along 
in a changing formation, sometimes bunched, sometimes in three and twos, so each 
rider spent some time conversing between gasps with the others.  The only 
memorable hill is the ascent over the impassable tunnel, climbing a steep muddy 
path through woods.     Those of us at the rear missed the left turn in the woods 
(PT's excuse is that at the time his choice was to fork to the right or hit a tree), and 
emerged from the wood on to a road about 150 metres to the west of the trail.     
Luckily the others had waited.     Darkness fell at about 1830, prompting the leading 
riders to stop to wait for the others to catch up (really they were a bit scared to go on 
in the dark).     The last two or three miles were done with headlights, all except for 
the expedition leader JR who eschewed such gadgetry and relied on a diet of 
carrots.     As  we entered Cranleigh, the delicate route planning was thrown into 
confusion as the intended road had been closed off, and Pathfinder Roche had no 
alternative route.     In the true spirit of  marauding heathen from the South (as we 
are viewed in Surrey, according to Dave), we simply tore the barrier aside and 
passed on.     Climbing on road out of the town, we homed in on the B&B, arriving at 
1900ish.     Rooms allocated, we repaired to the superior accommodation of the 
Garden Chalet to partake of the traditional Buck's Fizz so beloved of (and 
generously provided by) our trusty LSV driver.     The only fault that could be found 
with the Garden Chalet is that the bathroom is dimensionally challenged to the point 
where the assumption of a prone or supine position is prevented.     PT was thus 
forced to sleep in the bed provided.     A traditional breakfast was taken at the 
civilised hour of 0900, MA RT JR TT EN and Surrey Dave being victualled at a 
common board, while ZA and PT maintained their segregation of the previous night 
by eating in the kitchen.     After minor adjustments and replacements to the bikes, 
we contacted JC to arrange a rendezvous and proceeded to retrace our route.     In 
the daylight, we were able to overlook the gardens of houses adjacent the track, and 
admired their streams, lakes (with ducks) and islands.     Surrey Dave assured us 
that these were provided by Surrey Council to house unmarried mothers, and that 
the taxpaying denizens of Surrey did have reasonable houses, by and large.     JC 
heroically rode from Tolmare to the two-tier bridge to meet us, and after a short 
inspection thereof and a Pooh sticks match thereunder we proceeded to accompany 
each other to (and through) the station at Slinfold.     Leaving the tracks at Christs 
Hospital, TT and JC took the road to the Bax Castle, as JC was injured.     The rest 
continued, negotiating several gates and a very informal bridgette to sneak up on the 
pub from behind.     EN and the LSV were already in situ.     Fortified by solid and 



liquid fuels we bestrode our cycles for the final push, while JC boarded the LSV, 
clutching the hard-won T-shirt recently presented to him.     A strenuous half hour 
took us the six miles through Southwater and West Grinstead to Partridge Green, PT 
spurred on by the response received when phoning home from the pub. 

27 April ride ZA JR PT 
 Up to Cissbury, and skirt the ring anticlockwise to its southern side, from 
whence we drop down to Lychpole farm.     Continuing east, we make the Steyning - 
Sompting road and cross it to ride beneath the power lines on the west side of the 
Lancing Ring.     Then turned west to recross the road (cycle race in progress here) 
and continue to Cissbury and home. 

4 May ride  ZA JR RT PT 
 A simple but enjoyable ride up to the tank via Long Furlong, Collarbone Alley and 
the SDW, returning by the same route but cutting off through Muntham farm to the 
A24 to save time (passes ran out at 09:00 sharp). 

 
10/11 May -  Far East ride to Lewes 
 MA ZA JR RT PT TT EN* 
 Margaret and the assembled tribes of Allen and Mead formed a farewell party 
as, after having deposited duly labelled bags in the garage, the intrepid five set off to 
ascend Cissbury and gain the Sompting road.     Pausing at the cavity henceforth to 
be known as "Richard's Hole", RT returned PT's water bottle, which had baled out 
during the descent.     Turning north along the road, we descended the Steyning 
bowl via the concrete road and crossed the Adur to ascend Truleigh Hill on the SDW.     
ZA waited until we had passed the YHA establishment to discover a thorn which, 

when removed, flattened the front tyre.     After donning waterproofs against the wind 
and repairing the hole, we rode on to reach the Devils Dyke hotel at six o'clock.     
Dropping down to the A23, the site of the Avery link failure was observed and we 
then pushed up Pyecombe hill.     Rain threatened again at the foot of Newtimber hill 
(another push up) but did not materialise, so from there it is a gentle drop into 
Lewes. 
 EN had preceded us to the B&B by about two and a half pints, so we 
immediately set about redressing the imbalance before reporting to our respective 
base camps that worrying could cease.     MA then arrived hot foot from the City, and 
festivities commenced in earnest with dinner followed by an attempt at mass suicide 
by overdosing on a cough mixture masquerading under the teutonic appelation of 



"Jagermeister".     No fatalities, but strange oral sensations preceded breakfast on 
Saturday. 
 Departing at 10.15, pausing in Lewes to supply ourselves with comestibles for 
the midday repast, the return route was as usual along the foot of the downs through 
Plumpton, Westmeston, Clayton, North of  Woolstonbury Hill, Poynings, Fulking, 
Upper Beeding, Steyning, round the north side of Chanctonbury, and home.     In 
keeping with tradition, PT refilled his water bottle at the spring pool in Poynings 
marked "This water not suitable for drinking", no dog being present on this occasion.      
 Luncheon was taken partly in and partly out of the field near Edburton, and 
after a second stop in Steyning to obtain buns, we ascended to Chanctonbury with 
PT pushing up last due to a total chain failure.     Arrangements had been made for 
the llamas to be waiting at the top of the woods this time, to avoid passing on a 
narrow track.     From Chanctonbury to Findon via Stable lane is all downhill, which is 
lucky since the chain repair was unsuccessful and PT was reduced to coasting.     
49.5 miles covered this time, due to absence of detour to Steyning on the outward 
journey. 

18 May - no ride due to Hutting: levelling floor.     Drizzley. 

25 May - no ride again due to Hutting: walls and roof erected and weatherproofed.     
Bob F, Bob E, Bill, David S, John Dew, RT ZA PT JR + Ollie, refreshed by Lyn and 
Margaret with coffee and tea respectively.     Fine day. 

1 June ride 

8 June ride MA PT 
 Convening at the appointed hour outside the butcher's, we awaited the 
"official" timepiece reaching 07:40 before setting off up to Cissbury.     Turning north 
into the wind, we headed for Chanctonbury where a circuit of the ring was 
undertaken.     PT fell off when chain left sprocket, placing foot deeply into 
convenient cowpat.     Fine and sunny for a rattling good descent to the A24 and 
back to Findon by 08:35.     Reconvene at 9:00 with Bob F to insulate hut roof. 

 
14/15 June - Family Overnight to Arundel 



 Allens, PT JR and Oliver set off from the vicarage just after 4pm, heading 
down School Hill and out past the Fire Station.     Crossing the A24, we climbed up 
Muntham Farm drive to turn north for the barn on the SDW.     Proceeding along to 
the tank, we stopped for a refreshment break courtesy of JR.     In a truly exemplary 
spirit of selflessness, Margaret sent ZA back to the vicarage to fetch some soothing 
eye gel to counter the hay fever irritation.     The rest proceeded south from the tank, 
passing through Burpham to admire the bison and resist the George and Dragon, 
and on to Warningcamp and the YHA.     Lyn and Carol had already arrived by LSV, 
and ZA reached the YHA two minutes after the main group.     We covered 11 miles 
while Zak did 15!  After feasting on pasta and salad, followed by Margaret's mousse, 
the ladies retired to bed while the lads retired to the George and Dragon, Burpham, 
for a swift quart and night ride back.    Lyn took Carol home later, a greenishness of 
the gills having been occasioned by a surfeit of Mr Cadbury's confections.     After 
early morning tea by Margaret (very civilised) and self-service muesli, Lyn brought 
the LSV back for loading and returned to Findon alone while Carol rode back with 
the pack. 

22 June PT stayed in bed.     Midsummer revels. 

27 July ride PT RT 
 A brisk ride up to the tank via Long Furlong, Collarbone Alley and the SDW, 
with the opportunity to watch modern farming in action as a calf was encouraged to 
move along by Robert Heath and his trusty Land rover.     After a short 

demonstration of rear hub dismantling at the tank (2 broken spokes discovered), we 
return by the same route, cutting off through Muntham farm to the A24. 

3 August ride RT 
 Bereft of companions, the intrepid RT set out by climbing Stable lane and 
continuing over the top to descend into No Man's Land.     Phoenix-like he ascended, 
yea even unto the Steyning Road itself, and purposefully turned to the North to 
Chanctonbury.     Here the recollection of your reporter dissolves into soft focus, for 
indeed the account of this heroic story was received during the EPM which was ZA's 
benefit night.     RT came down from Chanctonbury the fast way, and into Findon 
along the A24 by the fire station, probably. 

 



13 September REG3 
ZA JR PT EN* Dave Barrett from Surrey 
 Assembling in the traditional manner to leave bags in the garage at Cranford, 
labels having been prepared and distributed, a certain structural infirmity was noted 
in the aferportions of the vicar's mount.     Discussion ensued until a consensus was 
reached to the effect that the panniers were unlikely to keep in close touch with the 
rest of the bike for the whole trip, and all adjourned to the vicarage to transfer load to 
a backpack.     Delayed only 15 minutes by this mishap, we set off up Long  Furlong 
to turn north at Collarbone Alley.     Dave was shown the hallowed spot, and a 
silence was kept. 
 Gaining the SDW at the barn, we toured along the top in sunshine, until the Zak's 
rack cracked at the top of Amberley Mount.     Efforts at a jury rig to salvage the 
wreck proving ineffective for want of a welding set, it was decided to remove the 
rack, which was given a suitable disposal in a skip.     Loosely in pairs we sped down 
into Houghton, and took the new bridge across the Arun.     Pushing up past the A29, 
the sheltered west side of the hill kept the wind off and allowed the Roche nose to 
counteract the greenness of the landscape with copious quantities of blood.     Since 
making him laugh only worsened the situation, we all told jokes. 
 We dropped down to meet and cross A285 at Littleton farm, and pushed up through 
endless field up Littleton Down, stopping at the mounting stone (haystacks not 
having been provided this year) for ZA to produce a ton of Jaffa Cakes.     The next 
excitement was PT's front light spectacularly detaching itself from the handlebars 
and exploding into pieces, just as we began the descent to the Cocking road.     All 
parts except the bulb were recovered, from a 20 yard stretch of the SDW. 
Arrived at pub without further incident, to find EN taking root in the bar.     Presenting 
him with a commemorative tankard, we joined him in its initiation. 
 The usual three course dinner at pub, breakfast 08.30 and four set off at 09.30ish, 
EN in the LSV.     East from Cocking along a track beneath  
the foot of the Downs to pass south of Heyshott, then through Manor Farm, Tagents 
Farm and skirting the south of Graffham.     Through Seaford College to 
Barlavington, on minor roads.     Kept on road to through Sutton to Bignor village, 
West Burton and Bury, where we stopped for the usual tea at the School Fete.     
Revictualling at Bury stores, possibly for the last time, we took the road to Houghton 
and Amberley then cut south to North Stoke and climbed gently up the road to the 
Burgh.     Lunch was taken at the now turretless tank, its FGCC Colours showing 
signs of age.     Home via SDW 

26 October ride JR RT 
 To Rackham Hill trig point via SDW, and back somehow. 

2 November ride ZA AM JR 
 Up to the tank, then back via Lee Farm and Long Furlong. 

7 December ride JR PT 
 Departing the butcher's on a cold clear morning, we wound up Long Furlong 
and bore left on to Church Hill, the intention to head for that hallowed but recently 
neglected cycling Mecca which is Cote Street.    We should have known better than 



to attempt such a surprise assault on the 45th anniversary of Pearl Harbour.     As we 
were about to enter the cover of Clapham woods for the final attack, a loud report 
issued from PT's rear tyre, followed by all the air and a lot of chalk dust.     A buried 
flint had slit the tyre and exploded the tube.     Removing clods of mud and changing 
the tube ensued, with unfeeling fingers due to the cold.     Useless.     The 
replacement tube ballooned out of the split tyre and burst.     In the silver lining 
department, the walk back provided ample opportunity for conversation. 

27 December ride ZA AM JR 
 To Chanctonbury via Cissbury and back down to the A24 opposite Muntham 
to enter Findon by the Fire Station. 

 
28 December Family ride to Amberley 
MA ZA RT PT JR Margaret Mark Richard  Gemma Ollie Rhys 
 Setting faces into a bitterly cold wind, riders left via the fire station to ascend 
Muntham drive to the SDW.     First casualty was Ollie Roche, overdoing his return to 
cycling (plaster cast just removed from arm) and collapsing half way up Muntham 
drive.     JR escorted him home, and ZA returned from above Muntham to 
accompany JR during his catching up.     Reaching the SDW the windchill was more 
noticeable, but all made the distance to the Black Horse at Amberley by cutting north 
after descending Amberley Mount to cross the main road and enter the village.     
Lyn, Julie and Carol accompanied by Carol, Claire, Jamie, and Emily sensibly 
rendezvoused at the pub by car.     JR and ZA arrive about 10 minutes after main 
bunch.     Due to execrably inadequate planning, support vehicles were not equipped 
with cycle racks, and could not be used for logistical extraction.     Margaret Mark 
and Gemma had to ride home.     Enough said.     This will not be forgotten, and the 
unpleasantness of the combination of cycling up through North Stoke to the Burgh, 
cold, a northerly wind and darkness will be avoided in future.     Honest, Margaret, it 
really will.     After a convivial lunch and more pints than usual (causing PT to fall off 
bike at least once), all reconvened chez Julie and Mark for hot chocolate and cakes.     

Notes on rides for 1997 season 

4 January  After a week of arctic cold (cold weather payment triggering cold), no 



ride. 

11th January PT 
 PT was at the butchers at 08:00, but in the absence of companions settled for 
a gentle ride round the village in the ice. 

18th January PT 
 In the absence of companions, PT made a circuit of the village delivering 
notes re Truleigh Hill trip. 

25th January JR PT 
 Bright sunshine melting the frost, PT and JR ascended Cissbury and carried 
on to the green barn.     Turning left to Lychpole farm, we returned along the farm 
track to the crossroads.     After admiring a family of four deer in the field towards 
Cissbury, we headed back to the car park and back to Findon down the road.     RT 
moving very gingerly with a slipped disc, and ZA (and AM?) convalescing after the 
particularly virulent flu. 

1st February PT 
 The first ride of the year at 07.30 and only PT turns up.     Under strict 
instructions from the boss not to gad about the countryside by himself, completes a 
few circuits in the village and goes home for a nice cup of tea. 

8th February PT JR 
 Meet at 07.30 and ascend to Cissbury by road, continuing over to the barn to 
turn right to Lychpole Farm.     Complete the loop through the farm and return via 
Cissbury car park.     Admire a family of deer  feeding in the fields to the east of the 
Ring. 

 
15th February TREK'N'BREK - Cranford 

22nd Feb ZA 
 All alone and by himself with nobody else, ZA makes a solo trip to the 
Langmead Memorial. 



1st March MA PT 
 In the foggy morning mist, MA and PT climbed Long furlong and negotiated 
Collarbone Alley to reach the tank, where a puncture delayed our return journey 
somewhat.     Descending along the SDW, we cut through Windlesham to the new 
bridge and returned for tea at Cranford via the A24. 

 
7/8th March The Second Jaunt to John's 
ZA MA JR PT EN* DB 
 Departing Cranford at 15.20, due to ZA having to answer a last minute phone 
call from one of the flock, we assembled at Southwater Country Park, disturbing not 
the lesser spotted but the hitherto unspotted lovers.     Surrey Dave Barrett was not 
in evidence as had originally been arranged, due to an inability to prioritise FGCC 
events and mere work effectively.     (Note: DB's apparent low regard for FGCC 
matters will be considered by the Membership Subcommittee, but bodes ill for his 
application for Associate Membership.)   
Extracting MA from the low fence bordering the car park, we set off up the Downslink 
without stopping at the Bax castle.     As the mud lay round about, we soon had a 
covering which was deep and even but not crisp.     The cavalier disregard of 
equestrians for the damage their mounts' hooves do to the trail was most apparent at 
the climb over the tunnel at Baynards, where axle deep mud hindered progress.     
Since we were now on the wrong side of the border, and thus forced to regard all 
strangers with suspicion if not open hostility, an outbreak of pure pleasure ensued 
when the gathering gloom delivered of itself the form of Surrey Dave, who although 
clearly terrified at the prospect of actually entering Sussex, had gamely ridden down 
the Downslink from Bramley to escort us through the alien county (Membership 
Subcommittee take note).     Darkness fell before we reached Bramley, but all arrived 
at the digs to be processed in the Garden Annex shower in turn. 
  Excellent planning by JR ensured a reserved table at the pub, and several pints 
and a serious feed ensued.     Next time we'll take a torch for the walk to the pub.     
For the record, JR and MA shared the Garden Annex, while ZA SD EN and PT slept 
in the house proper (PT actually in a bed). 
  Over breakfast, both John and Prema (Mrs John) were adamant that we had been 



accompanied in 1996 by two women.     Not very complimentary to Richard and Tom, 
that.     After a ritual bike fixing session outside the B&B, we arranged to meet SD at 
Bramley station and set off through the golf course while SD drove to the Downslink.     
Probably grossly insulted at being rechristened Dave Bartlett, DB then disappeared.     
A search of the Downslink to the North failing to locate him, it was concluded that he 
must have set off south so we did too.     Lovely day for a ride, and with enquiries to 
other Downslink users indicating that a lone rider had preceded us by 15 minutes, 
PT and MA went on ahead to try and catch up.     Never did.    Pausing to allow 
others to catch up at the Bax Castle, we eventually arrived back at Southwater to 
find EN but not SD.    Concluding that he was a big boy now, we all went home. 
Note: Subsequent investigation revealed that despite arrangements to meet at 
Bramley and Wonersh station, SD went north from there to the top of the Downslink, 
placing himself beyond the reach of the search party. 

15 March ride MA ZA JR PT 

  Arriving at the butcher's in style by limousine, JR informed those assembled 
that a puncture had been discovered.     We accompanied him to Steep close and 
after a flurry of glue chalk and patches, all set off up the Furlong to Church Hill and 
on through Clapham Woods to the A27 and back up Cote Street. 

3 May ride MA ZA PT 
  Up the Furlong and left to ascend Church Hill, then skirt the north side of the 
woods to meet the Furlong again by the pumping station corner.     Climbing south 
on an ancient track towards Angmering Park, we turned right towards Myrtle Grove 
then Lee farm and Tolmare to return down the Furlong. 

 
9/10 May  Overnight ride to Streat 
PT ZA JR TT RT EN*  Dave Bartlett?  
 Launch from JR=s garage, in a departure from established ritual.  
Overenthusiasm and a reluctance to exercise judicious control of the brakes leads to 
PT reaching 48mph down Steyning bowl and crashing.  Embarrassment mitigated by 
absence of eye witnesses. 
The digs - enormous house full of the most unexpected paintings and objects, and 
run by Captain & Mrs Birdseye 
The route march to the Pub along an alleged Roman road in the dark, made more 



eventful on the return journey by typical Roman lack of surface maintenance - no EC 
funding available. 
Godfrey Broster=s ale eventually, and Godfrey Broster himself! 
The moonlit walk back from the Pub 
Breakfast in the bay window  overlooking the garden 
Lunch with a madwoman in Steyning 
Llama shortage shock 

17 May ride MA RT PT 
  A sunny day, we climbed up to the tank and returned the long way down by 
the line of trees to Myrtle Grove then Lee farm and Tolmare to return down the 
Furlong.     Hares were seen. 

24 May ride MA ZA JR PT RT DT 
  Having been contacted by David Tomalin re FGCC membership the previous 
evening, PT was not surprised to see him.     Giving (unnecessary as it turns out) 
deference to DT's eligibility for FRGC membership, we ascended to the tank via 
Muntham.     Stunning views to north and south on this clear sunny day.     Since 
passes were short for PT RT and JR, these retraced the outward route.    Others 
returned the long way via Myrtle Grove then Lee farm and Tolmare and finally down 
the Furlong. 

31 May ride DT PT 
  PT having detained ZA overlong at the singularly ill attended and hence 
inquorate EPM called for the previous evening, no ecclesiastical presence was in 
evidence to guide the depleted flock.     While not explicitly owning to any internal 
fragility, PT considered an abbreviated excursion to be appropriate, and a climb of 
Cissbury ensued.     People in cars should try harder to avoid the wildlife, since foxes 
are especially pretty animals when young.     Turning north toward Chanctonbury, we 
cut off down Buddington Bottom to meet the Park Farm drive and follow it to the A24 
and home.     Wind from the east was strongest along the top track, in clear 
sunshine. 

7 June ride  MA 
 MA rides alone to Cissbury and Chanctonbury and back down to the A24. 

14 June ride  ZA RT 

 Over Cissbury to Steyning road, round Langmeads memorial and back down 
Cissbury (or was it Stable Lane?) - admire poppies to the South-west from Cissbury 

15 June 8pm extra-curricular PT ZA 
 Up A24 scattering baby rabbits, then up Muntham drive, mourning ex-badger.     
Find people actually sitting on the tank (such effrontery!), with strangely familiar-
smelling ciggie.     Continue south from tank, down through seemingly endless 
cornfield, then left and left again to Lee Farm, Myrtle Grove, Tolmare and back down 



the Furlong.    12 miles 

A gap in the records here is due to a catastrophic failure of the electronic medium on 
which notes had been kept.  Abject apologies from the editor.  The world will now 
never know..... 

29 Nov ride RT PT 
 The intrepid two climb Cissbury and gain the Steyning Road north to 
Langmead.  There foolhardiness sets in, and a traverse of No Man's Land is 
attempted.  Much gasping from PT unable to match RT's treatment of the haul out of 
No Man's Land.  Straight on at the crossroads brings us back into the village down 
Stable lane. 

 
6 Dec TREK'N'BREK Nepcroft 
ZA RT PT JR DT; AM ride only 
 Out via A24 past Park farm drive, and right up the track to Chanctonbury by 
the long ascent.  On to SDW to Langmead memorial, and down Steyning road 
against the wind to climb Cissbury.  The Roche tube gave up and was excused 
further duty, while PT's spare was given a chance to prove itself (Cheers John for the 
new tube that appeared on the doorstep shortly thereafter).  Carol as ever mastering 
the minutiae of a splendid brek with cheerfulness, despite being sadly bereft of her 
usual kitchen "Johnny" due to EN's absence. 
  
13 December - no ride, due to PT, RT, DT and John Bradley forming a party to lay a 
cable across in the churchyard. 



 
27 Dec Family lunchtime ride 
PT ZA Margaret ra ma AM sm JR or CC jc  
 A two-pronged assault on Cissbury hill saw Richard A Sam and Ollie climbing 
Stable lane, while others took the road to Cissbury.  A rendezvous with Charlie and 
Josh Costelloe at the crossing between Ciss and Chancton burys was effected, and 
all proceeded north.  The main group stopped short of the SDW, but the Stable lane 
contingent were enthused to climb to the ring itself, and had to be retrieved by JC.  
All then descended to Buddington bottom, during which descent little MA made a 
particularly zealous application of the brakes on his new bike, and big MA suffered 
bruised ribs and broken fingers in the unsuccessful attempt to avoid him.  Avery and 
Roche squads repaired to the Gun for lunch, after descending Park farm drive .  PT 
had to bale out early, to set about stubbying up for the evening bash at Cranford  

Notes on rides for 1998 season 

10 January ride ZA AM RT PT PP 
 Stable lane, and nearly to Chanctonbury then along the SDW to Langmead to 
admire Phillip's cleated pedal system (and not just to be nice to him on his debut 
ride).  Down puncture lane and back over Cissbury.  Sunny, wind from SW 

 
18 January TREK'N'BREK Broadbanks 
AM ZA RT PT JR PP; EN for brek 
 Taking the A24 and heading through Muntham up to the SDW, we got as far 
as Chantry car park when the deflating effect of RT's puncture finally exceeded his 
power to pump up the tyre.  Finishing the repair as others proceeded to the tank, PT 
and RT had just enough time to discover and mend a hole in PT's tyre when they 
returned.  Frozen fingers, due to lack of shelter from southerly wind.  All back via the 
outward route for a bumper brek chez Mead. 

24 January ride ZA AM RT PP PT Richard Allen 



 Sunny, dry, cold wind.  Up Muntham drive to SDW, then left after the Tank 
turnoff; down a bumpy track to a copse.  Right to skirt the copse, then Left past ZA's 
falling-off place and Left at the top of the rise to descend through Lee Farm.  ZA & 
RA then continue on the road, and the rest struggle through deep horse trodden mud 
to Myrtle grove.  RT speeds off at Myrtle Grove, then AM speeds off at Tolmare, both 
pressed for time due to domestic commitments.  PP breaks chain at Tolmare and 
announces intention to walk home, due to lack of a chain tool.  He clearly didn't fully 
realise whom he was with (or should that be "with whom he was?").  However, 
completing the repair of the PP chain, PT finds 4 broken rear spokes of his own and 
as PP proceeds apace PT walks to Long Furlong.  Home eventually at 10:15. 

31 January ride DT PT PP Chris Budd 
 DT and PT having tarried somewhat in lubricated discussion the previous 
evening, a shortish ride was mooted.  Setting off up to and over Cissbury,  the rutted 
section after Richard's Hole claimed DT, who executed a majestically slow roll to the 
right in the mud.  PP attacked the steep rise, while the rest took the right-hand track.  
Descending the surfaced road into Lychpole Farm, we climbed up the eastern slope 
of Cissbury to admire the view, virtually devoid of man-made blemish.  Cold, but dry 
and calm, although the grass was soft and muddy in parts.  Chris expressed himself 
pleased that the ride was short, but one suspects false modesty and hidden 
reserves. 

 
7 February TREK'N'BREK  Pelynt Cottage 
ZA MA CB AM PP JR PT RT, EN* 
The first of the season at 7:30 caught AM unawares, and only by a scramble did he 
beat the ten minute rule.  Eight set off up and over Long furlong by road to the 
pumping station, and then right to Myrtle grove and Lee farm.  Riding in the shadow, 
the sunlight falling on Lee farm was heartening.  Off road started at Lee farm with the 
long ascent to the Tank, views from this stretch being seen as if anew, since usually 
we descend this stretch and keep eyes fixed on the ground to keep from falling off.  
Returning along the SDW with bright sun in our eyes, we descended via Muntham 
and the A24 to Pelynt Cottage, where Julie was ready to meet us with an ample 
brek, affording convivial conversation and a chance to toast and get to know PP and 
CB, the newest converts. 

14 February ride AM PP + ? 



 A thoroughly splendid effort, completing the four peaks anticlockwise. 

21 February ride PT RT CB 
 Roger's farm, through to the Gallops, along the A27 and up Cote Street to 
return to Findon down the Furlong 

28 February ride AM ZA 
 Of a stronger disposition than the other members of the FGCC, this sturdy 
pair were able to contemplate cycling despite a truly monumental Gala Evening chez 
RT the previous night.  Effortlessly ascending Cissbury, a circuitous route proceeded 
along the Steyning road to the Langmeads memorial, and took the dynamic duo to 
Chanctonbury and across the A24 to pass 'behind' Windlesham School and 
Muntham Farm before sanity prevailed and a return to the respective familial bosoms 
was contemplated. 

7 March ride AM RT CB 
 The trio being clearly enamoured of the prospect of approaching the nether 
regions of Windlesham School via a labyrinthine progress taking in Cissbury and 
Chanctonbury, a ride to be referred to henceforth as the two-and-a-half-peaks was 
born. The ride proved a worthy vehicle for learned dissertation on the subject of a 
(timely) replacement for RT's venerated but solid steed, rumoured to have been cast 
from ingots of pure iron mixed with lead, the casting process supervised by none 
other than the legendary I K Brunel himself between constructing God's Own 
Railway and several seagoing marvels of the ironmonger's art. A memorial service is 
to be arranged by appointment with the vicar, at which RT's bike should be interred 
(phonetic joke there: the bike had been in ... many times already) for the last time. 
We await with dread RT's cultured tones extolling the virtue of the front suspension 
that none of the others of us has. 

13/14 March - Downslink overnight to Cranleigh 
ZA JR PT, CC, MA AM RT; EN DR 
 A logistical marvel, run with the usual precision now renowned as the hallmark 
of an FGCC event.  ZA and JR call at Cranford to leave bags, but unexpectedly 
collect PT. Setting of at 2:25ish, the three reach the downslink at 3:06. JR then 
delays progress but avoids total dishonour by retreiving the priceless medals so 
carelessly strewn about the Adur valley by a neglected rucksack zip. After fixing a 
puncture at Henfield, we reached Southwater and became a quartet, with CC (now 
fuelled on rock buns and tea) joining the entourage. 
JR puncture - resist temptation at Baynards - wading through lake under bridge - 
eschew cash machine - hose down by DR - ZA hat out all night - ZA out - oiling 
session - PT in deep water - meet RT (on new bike)  MA and AM at Christs hosp and 
Bax Castle - lunch at copsale with MA extracted, ZA AM return to Findon by road for 
Prom Praise trip; JR PT RT CC continue, with CC going for the Golden Bum some of 
the time - detour for PT's hat - wait at A272 - road stretch from Partridge Green to 
Llama lane - back to Findon at 3:45 - 62.5 miles covered, mostly in mud. 

21 March ride CB DT JR PP PT RT 



 Up the furlong to turn left up Church hill, accompanied by merrie crunching 
from PT's front sprocket, and down through dryish Clapham woods to speed down to 
the A24.  Along to and up Cote Street over the top of Church Hill, and down behind 
Roger's farm at a terrifying speed trying to catch up with PP (the Kamikaze spirit 
lives on!).  

28 March ride ZA CB PP 
 While PT toiled in the bike repair cellar to excise the front chainset for 
replacement, the three stalwarts sailed up to the top of Chanctonbury via the A24, 
the right turn north of Findon Park Farm drive, and the long track with the islands in 
it. Sweping majestically on to the Langmead memorial, the return to Findon was via 
Cissbury car park and road. 

4 April ride   
21 March Ride 


